MEMORANDUM OF COOPERATION

This Memorandum of Cooperation (Memorandum) was drafted and signed in Moscow, September 03, 2011 by:

(1) Foundation for Assistance for Internet Technologies and Infrastructure Development represented by Alexander Panov acting on the basis of the Charter;

(2) dotCities Association representing interests of the cities intended to promote their own gTLDs, and dotBERLIN GmbH & Co. KG company represented by Dirk Krischenowski, the official representative of dotCities and CEO of dotBERLIN GmbH & Co. KG, hereinafter referred to as "Party" or, collectively, as the "Parties".

The Parties are convinced that all-round cooperation will enhance the capabilities of the users of Internet and promote its development as one of the important communication channels of the information society.

THE PARTIES REACHED THE FOLLOWING AGREEMENT:

Article 1. SCOPE

1.1. On the conditions and in a manner stipulated by this Memorandum, as well as by the Parties' agreements concluded in pursuance of this Memorandum, the Parties will jointly act to promote the idea of creating city gTLDs and sooner implementation of .MOSCOW, .MOCKBA TLDs for the needs of Moscow and .BERLIN TLD for the needs of Berlin city.

1.2. The Parties will jointly develop their cooperation on the following basic trends:

1.2.1. finalization of applications for .MOSCOW/.MOCKBA and .BERLIN TLDs and their submission to ICANN;

1.2.2. exchange of technical and other information in the field of .MOSCOW/.MOCKBA and .BERLIN TLDs administration;

1.2.3. providing mutual consultancies that may be required in the course of administration of .MOSCOW/.MOCKBA and .BERLIN TLDs for further upgrade of technical and managerial practices applied in this field;

1.2.4. providing expert assistance to dotCities to promote the idea of creating city-oriented TLDs;

1.2.5. participation in joint events (scientific and press conferences, exhibitions, symposiums, round tables, teleconferences, etc.) established to provide information support for implementation of .MOSCOW/.MOCKBA and .BERLIN TLDs.

1.3. The relationships of Parties as equal business partners will be based on a mutual respect, confidence and strategic cooperation.

Article 2. INFORMATION EXCHANGE

2.1. The Parties will exchange any and all available non-confidential information to ensure successful implementation of .MOSCOW/.MOCKBA and .BERLIN TLDs.

2.2. The information exchanged between the Parties under para 2.1 hereinafter shall be complete, relevant, up-to-date and accurate. Such information may be communicated to the concerned Party by any available option (phone, fax, e-mail, etc.).

2.3. The information exchanged between the Parties under para 2.1 hereinafter will be used under the below conditions:

2.3.1. It may be used by the receiving Party solely for its target purpose.
2.3.2. The receiving Party has no right to communicate the obtained information to any third party without prior written consent of the disclosing Party.

Article 4. INTERFACE PROCEDURE

4.1. For the purpose of this Memorandum each Party shall define an official, which contacts shall be communicated to another Party. This official is responsible for submission to another Party any and all information that may be required for execution of this Memorandum, cooperation with the contact person appointed by another Party, coordination of Parties' actions targeted at this Memorandum execution and additional contracts of the Parties concluded in pursuance of this Memorandum.

Article 5. FINAL PROVISIONS

5.1. This Memorandum has no expiring date. Any Party is entitled to revoke its signature under this Memorandum with a prior notice of other Memorandum participants.

5.2. This Memorandum is executed in Russian and English, in two counterparts.
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